Hello, all.
With staff transitioning back to campus over the summer, you may want to consider having
mini-celebrations to welcome them! Please consider our campus catering department, Fresh
Fork – they have fun items like hot chocolate bombs, homemade fudge brownies, cookies –
even snickerdoodle bars!
For information on catering, contact Fresh Fork Catering + Events at (713) 743-2202 or
catering@uh.edu.
Order Your Next Event with Fresh For k
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Fresh Fork Catering + Events

is excited to be part of your next meeting,
lunch, or event with several catering menu
tiers to meet your needs.

Order Here

Fresh Fork Everyday
Catering Guide
Your everyday favorites are included in
this guide with an elevated presentation:
breakfast, lunch, dinner + receptions are
available.

Everyday Catering Guide

Contactless Catering
Individually portioned and labeled hot or
cold meals. To make it easy, we deliver
to your door or office without contact from
our team. (Think DoorDash but Fresh
Fork quality and we can actually find
your door!) Perfect for a working lunch.

Contactless Catering Guide

Casual Catering
This menu is designed for office parties,
group gatherings + meetings. Pick up or
drop off. Local greens + sandwiches +
taco bars + pastas + pastries + sweets +
more.
Hand-crafted deliciously. Served
casually.

Casual Catering Guide

Student Catering Guide
Your favorite foods catered on a student
budget. Pick up or drop off.
Pizza + chicken tenders + lunch boxes +
more!

Student Catering Guide

Need Help Ordering?
Previous and Current Customers
Sign in and use our ordering website to enter your catering request.
New Customers
Create a profile and then sign in and use our ordering website
Questions? Send them to us.

catering@uh.edu | (713)-734-2202
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